A new Monte-Carlo program for simulation image formation in scanning electron microscopy for real three-dimensional use is presented; factors of image distortions are realized in the program, in respect of future photogrammetric evaluation. A first attempt for generating a 3D-analysis of simulated images is shown.
Introduction
For rendering images of microscopic objects with very high resolution and fast rates the scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a valuable and widely used tool. The images provided by the SEM have the appearance of three-dimensionality because of a large depth of focus and because, dependent on the primary energy of the electron beam, information of structures beyond the surface of the object influences the image formation. But it's only two-dimensional, and to get threedimensional information, stereographic methods have to be applied to two or more images of the same spot at different view, derived via tilting the object or the beam.
But the image formation in SEM is far more complex than in the well known optical procedures. Material properties, surface slopes and 3d-geometry of the object, beam characteristics and type and configuration of detector distort the image and thereby the marker-structures necessary for the correct interpretation of the stereo-images.
In this project a Monte Carlo software for SEM capable of simulating the different bearings on image formation is getting developed to research corrections to ordinary optical photogrammetric methods, that shall make traceable three-dimensional measurements with a SEM possible.
The ew Modular Monte-Carlo SEM Simulation Program Package MCSem
There were existing programs for the task of simulating SEM signal contrast, but they had some constraints. That led PTB to starting the development of a new modular Monte-Carlo based program that should offer the following important features: modular structure with well defined module interfaces, open for extensions, easily expandable and adaptable to new simulation tasks by integration of new modules; scaleable geometry definition, full 3D capability; reliable (i.e. tested against other MC based SEM simulation programs).
It was chosen to be written entirely in C++ and it uses object-oriented programming techniques. Figure 1 provides an overview of the module structure of the new MCSem program package in its current development state.
The basis for SEM signal contrast simulation is a proper implementation of the complex physical interactions of electrons in solid state. Primary electrons can e.g. be elastically scattered, causing only change of direction and no energy loss. Primary electrons leaving the sample on account of this can be detected and are called backscattered electrons (BSE). To simulate these elastic electron scattering events, mainly dependent on primary energy and atomic number of the nuclei, MCSem uses tabulated quantum-mechanical Mott cross sections calculated from Salvat and Mayol [0], but the program can be changed over to alternatively use classical Rutherford scattering model. The main modules are already tested, future extensions for integration integrations of further functionalities of interest are planned Primary electrons can also be inelastically scattered, having only negligible scattering angles, but loosing energy e.g. by creating so called secondary electrons (SE), that can either be reabsorbed by the material or, if close enough to the surface escape from the object and then be detected. There are many different complicated processes that cause inelastic scattering, an accepted way to simulate the energy loss from them is to use the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) originally proposed by Bethe [0] . MCSem deploys a modification of the CSDA for better agreement with experimental data at low energies made by Joy and Luo [0] .
To describe the generation and transport of SE in the material, MCSem uses a simple, parametric model [0] , that has the bonus of a fast computation:
In Eq.1 the probability for generating a SE in dependence of the mean activation energy W SE , the mean free path λ SE , and the distance to the surface s is shown.
MCSem has been tested in comparison with measurements and other Monte-Carlo simulations like MOCASIM [0] and MONSEL [0] as can be seen in Fig. 2 .
An important enhancement of functionality of MCSem is its capability, to perform simulations on real 3D features. These can be generated by combination of pre-coded geometric primitives (like layers, cuboids, ellipsoids, etc.) that can be defined via script from input-file. But it's also possible to switch to some more constricted hardcoded descriptions that can be operated via parameters. With small effort the script in the input-file can be converted to be interpretable for 3D presentation software like VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) as can be seen in Fig. 3 . The basic method in simulation is to just use a point shaped beam (and maybe apply a Gaussian filter afterwards). In reality, due to the different aberrations in the electron optical systems in SEM and the quality of the electron-producing cathode the beam spot is blurred and has a plane distribution on his focal point. Also the electron-lenses for the focussing produce a conical beam. MCSem has the option to provide a Gaussian beam profile, have a conical beam with a fixed focal plane and even combine these two options.
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First attempts to apply photogrammetric methods on simulated images
To make comparisons with real measurements, it was chosen to model [0] micro-pyramids with nano-landmarks made by FIB nanostructuring used for 3D calibration of SEM imaging and error compensation of SEM stages made by BAM (Federal Institute for Material Research and Testing). For initial examination of compatibility with photogrammetric evaluation software, these structures are too time consuming to simulate, so simplified objects were created. Figure 4 displays three simulated views of this object -a Pt-compound step pyramid on Si bulk, the nanomarkers are circular trenches. The images were simulated with 400 electrons per point, 2 keV initial electron energy with 3nm Gaussian distribution applied. Base length of the pyramid is 6 µm, top plane has a length of 3.4 µm, at a height of 1.3 µm over the bulk. Inner radius of the markers is 0.25 µm outer radius is 0.4 µm, they are 0.15 µm deep. These are the dimensions, the above mentioned landmark micro-pyramids nominally use for their marker structures, too.
Measurements of the original structure with various tilt-and rotational angles have been performed, using InLens-and Everhard-Thornley-detectors. Directly using the photogrammetric analysis tool to analyze these images was futile, because the tool was not capable of finding the marker structures. Alternatively PoI (Point of Interest) algorithms were applied, finding the markers, but giving only an estimation of the center-points position. These positions could be refined by adding some center-finding algorithms, but technical difficulties with the data-transfer to the photogrammetric analysis tool impede further examinations at the moment.
Furthermore, the marker structures in SEM-images of the BAM-pyramids look different from the simulated ones, so an alteration in the marker-description via introducing a slope angel in the sidewalls of the circular trenches, has had to be implemented, but was not yet tested by the PoIalgorithms.
Systematic deviations of the calculated three-dimensional marker positions of simulated images from their exactly known positions will then result in developing correction factors for photogrammetric Algorithms in SEM-measurements.
